Mechanical Engineering Department

Notice Inviting Quotations

Sub: Dental Drills, Taps and Torque Wrench

Sealed quotations are invited from OEM or their authorized agents for the following three items latest by 26th May 2012.

1. **DENTAL IMPLANT SURGICAL DRILLS** as per drawing with Type I (ISO 1797-1) latch type attachment with groove and flat with 2.35 mm diameter shank. Without Internal irrigation- design as per drawing including depth stopper rests.

(These include Round Burr, Twist drills – in 2 mm, 2.9, 3.4, 3.9 diameters with laser marked lengths of 8, 10, 11.5 and 13 mm.)

Material - HARDENED SS [DIN 1.4197 (AISI 420 F)/DIN 1.4542 (AISI 630)/1.4112(AISI 440B)]

2. **SCREW TAPS** – **IN DIAMETERS OF 3.5, 4.0, 4.5 mm** FOR DENTAL IMPLANT SURGERY to be used with gear reduction handpiece having material specifications and latch type specifications as per item 1 above and dimensions- tolerances as per drawing.

Material - HARDENED SS [DIN 1.4197 (AISI 420 F)/DIN 1.4542 (AISI 630)/1.4112(AISI 440B)]

3. **DENTAL IMPLANT ADJUSTABLE TORQUE WRENCH** WITH RANGE OF 15-100 Ncm AND ADAPTOR FOR DENTAL TYPE I (ISO 1797-1) LATCH TYPE ATTACHMENT with groove and flat with 2.35 mm diameter shank.

Type- Break Head/Clutch disengagement /Pull type.

Material – SS

**Terms & Conditions**

1. A Non- Disclosure Agreement (NDA) has to be signed prior to release of drawings for the purpose of quotation.

2. The supplier should be principal/manufacturer of the goods or must be an authorized dealer/distributor of the same. An authorization certificate from the
principal/manufacturer is essential if the supplier is a dealer/distributor. Quotations without authorization certificate will be rejected.

3. Quote should be for the Minimum Order Quantity in Indian Rupees for Indian agents, or in foreign currency, for foreign agents.


5. Quotations must be valid for at least three months from the date of the NIQ and the delivery schedules be indicated once the PO is released.

6. If the item quoted is proprietary in nature, please enclose proprietary certificate from the principals stating, “Certified that ___________ is a proprietary of M/s ___________ and no other manufacturer makes this item.”

7. Preferred modes of payment for foreign organizations / agents are through letter of credit, or by wire transfer on delivery. For Indian agents, typically payment is on delivery.

8. A special discount/rebate wherever admissible keeping in view that supplies are being made for research purpose in respect of public institution of national importance may please be indicated.

9. The Institute reserves the right to accept or reject any or all quotations without assigning any reasons thereof. No correspondence regarding acceptance/rejection of quotation will be entertained.

10. Quotation should be sent in a single sealed envelope, clearly marked with the title of the relevant goods. The quote should reach the following address on or before 30.05.2012, 5 PM:

Dr. Naresh Bhatnagar  
Block III, Room 178,  
IIT Delhi, Hauz Khas,  
New Delhi, 110016, India